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Dear members
 
This message contains four articles for member information.
 
The first one is relevant to all staff, as it conveys a very important message about the workplace
environment. It is titled Toxic environments make people sick, make projects fail, and make best
employees quit
 
https://www.linkedin.com/content-guest/article/toxic-environments-make-people-sick-projects-
fail-oleg-vishnepolsky?
fbclid=IwAR2zEEX1FDnV8zIv7S6Mczb3T1S3Bd4FRDKT31b_FPn_LrOrgdKW1fTEAI8
 
As noted by Phil Cooke, a media producer, consultant, and author "Culture is more important
than vision. Some leaders have great vision, but have created a toxic culture where that vision
will never happen". Do we have your attention??? Here are some signs as quoted from the
article:
1) Disrespect and belittlement and lack of support and appreciation;
2) Unreasonable pressure to get short term results at expense of the long term strategy;
3) Inequity, unfairness, favouritism, injustice;
4) All forms of harassment and bullying;
5) Lack of empathy;
6) Micromanagement;
7) Lack of integrity.
 
Truly successful leaders empower, involve, appreciate, challenge, support, mentor and
importantly listen.
 
UKSU is here for its members to protect them in such toxic environments.
 
The next one is an article from BBC News about stress within the academic community
https://www.bbc.com/news/education-48353331?fbclid=IwAR1W5tg7C5pNoBf-mMNo1Z-
ryZvgoH2g9ZFyScO6BSxCV7IIKdF1a2fMzwI
The University and College Union is quoted in the article “Excessive workloads, a lack of job
security and managers obsessed with league tables and rankings have blighted the sector for
years and this report lays bare the negative impact those working conditions have on the mental
health of staff”.
UKSU has been engaging for a protracted time with management about excessive workloads of
many staff, as well as negative working conditions. More recently the newly appointed DVC:
Teaching and Learning met with the JBF and UKSU’s concerns were raised. He did appear to be
understanding and requested time to look into the concerns, including policy revision.
In terms of support, it is UKSU’s view that the so-called Employee Assistance Programme at
UKZN is non-existent because all it does is provide a list of contact telephone numbers.
Management has been referred to the UCT EAP and were asked to benchmark from that.
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The next one is an article on derivative misconduct.
https://www.serr.co.za/what-is-derivative-misconduct-in-the-workplace/
Members are referred to the above link where they will find information on derivative
misconduct.   This is where an employee fails to inform their employer when they are aware of
the misconduct of another member of staff. Failure to disclose this can result in misconduct
charges against the employee who did not inform because the employee breached the common
law obligation to act in good faith and to be trusted by their employer.
UKSU urges its members to always act within their common law obligations as employees and to
not commit acts of misconduct.
 
The last one is a survey titled Women’s Rhetorics of Trauma and Survival in Higher Education
https://womenasrhetoricsoftraumaandsurvivalinhigher.education/2019/06/01/rhetorics-of-
bullying-and-trauma-in-higher-education-worldwide/?fbclid=IwAR1lumHxr390IgyWILdf-
hQMV5lu07Qm4DhQQVBNhWi30ReLjg5F-iJn-wU
It is a worldwide research study of women and trauma/bullying in higher education.
 
One of the primary investigators in this study is an academic member of staff from Massey
University, New Zealand. She is Professor of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education and the
Director of Teaching and Learning in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. 
 
Regards
UKSU Executive
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